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One sending slot 
One secure reception slot

Two sending slots
One secure reception slot

Two sending slots
One secure reception slot

One secured carrier One secured carrier One secured carrier 

No additionally departure or arrival No additionally departure or arrival Additionally departure
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+ Non-authorized staff can't take drugs or lab samples
+ Complete traceability of the chain-of-custody
+ Security in management of drugs and samples
+ Workflow Feature: Recipient of the Secure Receive Carrier is informed about the
arrival of the shipment

Secure Reception = In our normal stations, the
incoming carrier falls into the basket. In secure
reception station, the incoming carrier is held
inside the station until an authorized person
liberate it. This authorization can be done with
the mifare card, a pin or any other RFID
Authorization System. 

Faster work
3 diverse stations
many individual
accessories
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The following stations are equipped with one secure reception slot: 

More Details on the next site. 



 

 

Opportunities
These stations can be placed in wall cupboards, can be integrated on lab desks or can have a slide outlet. All can be combined
with all of our outlet accessories like our ramp, basket or conveyor belt.
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Station 461

Front Loading Station with one sending slot and one secure reception slot. The station can hold one secured
carrier on the inside that waits for its authorized removal. While secured carrier is waiting, the station can be
loaded with ONE Carrier but can’t depart or received any further carrier.

Station 462

Front Loading Station with two sending slots and one secure reception slot. The station can hold one secured
carrier on the inside that waits for its authorized removal. While secured carrier is waiting, the station can be
loaded with TWO Carriers but can’t depart or received any further carrier.

Station 465 

Front Loading Station with two sending slots and one specialized secure reception slot. The station can hold one
secured carrier on the inside that waits for its authorized removal. While secured carrier is waiting, the station can
be loaded with TWO Carriers. The station can depart this two carriers. The workflow doesn't get stuck. 

The photo shows the station 465 with the
10 inch touch screen.

Advantages
With Station 465 employees in e.g. laboratory and hospital wards can work
faster – but the security of the station is available in the same time. Don’t
compromise anymore. 

Why can the employees work faster? 
Because, for example, the nurse can put two carriers in the station at once.
This way, she doesn't have to wait for the first one to be sent. Therefore, she
can't forget to send the second shipment in the first place due to an
emergency. At the same time, however, the ward can keep a secure receive
transmission locked. The nurse therefore does not have to wait for the senior
doctor, who has the right of access to this transmission. The secure receive
shipment doesn’t block other carriers. In addition, the station can
automatically return an unclaimed secure receive transmission to the sender
after a specified time.

The focus is therefore on increasing the efficiency of the staff, the nurse or
the laboratory worker. 

And additionally: The shipments of the pharmacy do not block the laboratory
shipments. Both transport types do not block each other.  

SECURE RECEPTION OF IMPORTANT ITEMS


